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ABSTRACT.
Rough rice is normally harvested at moisture contents (MCs) higher than that for safe storage.
The objective for this study was to investigate the effectiveness of scaled-up infrared (IR)
heating followed by tempering steps to dry freshly-harvested rough rice. An industrial type, pilot
scale, IR drying equipment, designed to convey rough rice on a vibrating conveyor belt was used
in this study. The heating zone of the equipment had catalytic IR emitters powered by natural
gas. Freshly-harvested rough rice of long-grain pureline (cv. Cheniere), long-grain hybrid (cv.
6XP 756) and medium-grain (cv. CL 271) cultivars at initial moisture contents (IMCs) of 23%,
23.5% and 24% w.b, respectively were used. Rough rice samples, at loading rate of 1.61 kg m-2
were heated with IR energy for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s followed by tempering at 60°C for 4 h; the
IR heating intensity was 5.55 kW m-2, at product-to-emitter-gap size of 450 mm, and in one- and
two-pass drying operations. The effects of IR treatments followed by tempering on percentage
points of moisture removed, head rice yield, energy use, rice color, and pasting characteristics
were evaluated. For all the cultivars, percentage point moisture removed increased with increase
in IR drying duration. For all rice cultivars, one-pass IR treatments for 180 s resulted in head
rice yield significantly lower than that of rice dried using natural air in controlled environment
conditions set at 26ºC and 65% relative humidity (p < 0.05). Energy required to dry rice
increased with increase in drying duration. Viscosity values of all the experimental samples were
significantly greater (p value < 0.05) than that of the control samples for all the cultivars except
those IR treated for 180 s. There was a significant difference (p<0.05) in the color index (ΔE) of
treated samples and the controls. In conclusion, the study provided information crucial to
understanding the effects of scaled-up radiant heating and tempering of rough rice on drying
rates and rice quality for long-grain pureline, long-grain hybrid and medium-grain rice cultivars.

Keywords. Drying, rough rice, infrared heating, rice quality, functional characteristics,
tempering.
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1
1.1

BACKGROUND
Research Problem Identification
Rough rice is normally harvested at moisture contents (MCs) higher than the safe

storage moisture content (MC) and must therefore be dried immediately after harvest to lower
the MC and maintain the grain quality (Pan et al., 2008). At peak harvest time, rice producers run
into issues of limited drying capacities, which might have negative consequences on rice quality.
Often, in such times, the drying rate of rice is limited by the number and capacity of available
drying infrastructure. In addition, conventional convective hot air drying has limited heat fluxes
which are affected by the air wet bulb temperature (Mujumdar and Devahastin, 2000). It may be
possible to use infrared (IR) heating, which is typically associated with high heat fluxes, to
achieve rapid, radiant drying of rice without compromising milling, sensory and functional
quality indices (Ratti and Mujumdar, 1995; Afzal et al., 1999; Pan et al., 2008).
The concept of IR drying of rice has been studied using lab-based batch processing
equipment (Pan and Atungulu, 2010). However, there has been a need to design, build and test a
scaled-up IR drying system for continuous rice drying operation. This research is set to
determine the performance of a recently-built IR heating system and develop methods for
rice drying while maintaining the dried rice quality.
It is important that during drying the quality of rice is maintained. Head rice yield (HRY)
is accepted as the current standard to assess commercial rice quality and is defined as the weight
of rice that remains as head rice (kernels of at least 3/4 of the original kernel length) after
complete milling (Aquerreta et al., 2007). Therefore, maximizing the proportion of head rice
attained after milling is a priority from an industrial point of view. Also, the functionality of rice
based ingredients, especially pasting characteristics (viscosity profiles), are affected by
1

processing methods (Gunaratne et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2009). Rice contains primarily starch
which plays a great role in the production of thickeners, stabilizers, gelling, water retention, and
adhesives agents (Singh et al., 2003). Grain drying temperatures and drying durations have also
been associated with decreased rice whiteness (Bunyawanichakul et al., 2007). Longer drying
duration and high initial MCs, accelerate the Maillard reaction that may lead to discoloration
(Inprasit and Noomhorm, 2001).
In cases where high temperature drying is involved, tempering practices have been shown
to help minimize kernel damage, especially rice fissuring which leads to reduction of HRY
(Cnossen and Siebenmorgen, 2000). During tempering, dried rice kernels are held in a nondrying condition in order to allow the transfer of moisture from the center to the surface of the
grain before another cycle of heating ;(Li et al., 1998); this eliminates the moisture gradient
inside the grain imposed during the previous drying stage and reduce fissuring. Studies have
shown that combining IR heating process with tempering stages may lead to removal of
significant amounts of moisture from a product while maintaining quality (Meeso et al., 2004;
Pan and Atungulu, 2010). Intermittent heating and tempering stages, as practiced in
conventional, multiple-pass driers, have been reported to positively influence drying rates and
the quality of final product (Thakur and Gupta, 2006; Kowalski and Pawlowski, 2011).
Moreover, it is also possible to use the sensible heat from the tempered product to remove more
moisture in a natural cooling process after tempering.
For successful implementation of the radiant drying process for rice, there is need to know
beyond previous batch processing, the effectiveness of the treatment at a scale and process
comparable to what is expected in an industrial set up. Hence, this study sought to evaluate the
performance of a newly-built industrial type, IR heating system for rough rice drying.
2

1.2

Objectives
1. To determine the efficacy of a newly-built IR heating system to dry freshly-harvested
high moisture content rough rice to as safe storage moisture content.
2. To evaluate the impacts of the IR drying process on head rice yield.
3. To determine the energy use efficiency associated with the scaled-up IR drying process.
4. To determine the impacts of IR drying process on rice pasting properties, color, surface
lipid content (SLC) and protein content.
5. To evaluate the implications of including tempering steps after the IR treatment on the
drying process and dried product characteristics.

3

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Rice drying
One of the most important postharvest operations is to dry rough rice to safe storage
levels because this influences the subsequent handling processes, milling quality and commercial
value of the crop (Pan et al., 2011; Sadaka and Hardke, 2015). The quality of milled rice is an
important factor that is of concern to rice processors during drying and storage. The rice milling
quality, in large part, is quantified by the head rice yield (HRY) (USDA-GIPSA, 2004); HRY
comprises milled rice kernels that are at least three fourths of the original kernel length and
represents the mass percentage of a rough rice lot that remains as head rice after complete
milling. Preventing HRY reduction during drying is very critical and bears significant economic
importance to the rice industry (Cnossen and Siebenmorgen, 2000).
Natural air or low-temperature is used to dry rice in on-farm in-bin drying systems.
Periods of drying and rewetting are common, and if over-drying of rice occurs followed by rapid
rewetting, fissuring due to rapid moisture adsorption may occur, resulting in reduced head rice
yield (Kunze, 2009). In commercial cross-flow systems, high drying air temperatures are used to
dry rough rice (Kunze, 1979; Schluterman and Siebenmorgen, 2004). Although heated air can
facilitate shorter drying durations, it has the potential to reduce milling quality if not properly
managed (Kunze, 1979; Schluterman and Siebenmorgen, 2004). According to Cnossen &
Siebenmorgen (2000), rapid drying leads to large MC differences between the rice kernel surface
and the core leading to different intra-kernel material states that cause stress. These stresses can
lead to fissure formation within the kernel and subsequently reduce quality due to reduction in
HRYs (Aquerreta et al., 2007). High drying temperatures up to 60ºC can be used without
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reducing the processing quality of rice as long as the drying air relative humidity (RH) is high
(Abud-Archila et al., 2000).
To eliminate moisture gradients, tempering procedures, where rice is held in bins at
constant temperature for a given duration between drying passes to allow MC equilibration
within kernels, are employed in commercial drying (Ondier, 2012). The enhancement of kernel
toughness during high temperature drying and tempering may be due to partial gelatinization
inside the kernel when the MC and temperature are appropriate (Wiset et al., 2005). Studies have
shown that combining IR heating process with tempering stages may lead to removal of
significant amounts of moisture from a product while maintaining quality (Meeso et al., 2004;
Pan and Atungulu, 2010). Cnossen et al. (2000) showed that as long as sufficient tempering is
allowed, high temperature of up to 60ºC can be used to dry rough rice. Tempering rice for at
least 60 min at the drying air temperature immediately after drying is sufficient to allow intrakernel MC gradients to subside and thus prevent HRY reduction upon subsequent cooling
(Schluterman and Siebenmorgen, 2007). Tempering durations depend on the rate of moisture
migration from the core to the surface of the kernels, which depends on the kernel tempering
temperatures and MCs; greater temperatures and MCs result in shorter tempering durations
(Cnossen and Siebenmorgen, 2000; Hung-Nguyen et al., 2001; Aquerreta et al., 2007; Ondier et
al., 2012)
2.2

High temperature drying of rice versus quality
Rice is mostly consumed as whole brown or white kernels and therefore the sensory

attributes associated with different rice cultivars are very critical to consumers. The product can
be desirable or unacceptable based on variations in the sensory properties. Drying has been
identified as one of the major factors influencing sensory attributes in processed rice products
5

(Ondier, 2012). High temperature drying of rough rice influence the milled rice functionality and
affect parameters such as color and pasting properties (Soponronnarit et al., 1998; Dillahunty et
al., 2001; Wiset et al., 2005).
Milled rice discoloration or yellowing is one form of deterioration typically observed
when rice at high moisture stays at elevated temperatures for a prolonged period of time. Factors
such as development of fungi, elevated temperatures, and biochemical reactions within grain
kernels stimulated by high MC at elevated temperatures have been implicated in rice
discoloration (Christensen and Kaufmann, 1965; Mauron, 1981). Rice whiteness has been found
to decrease with increasing drying temperatures and drying durations (Bunyawanichakul et al.,
2007). For example, Dillahunty et al. (2001) reported that milled rice discoloration increased
with increasing rough rice drying temperature (> 50ºC) and durations. Discolorations may also
be caused by physical and chemical transformations induced by heating (Maillard reaction), and
translocations of color from the rice husk and bran to the endosperm (Inprasit and Noohorm,
2001). Maillard reaction that may lead to discoloration, is accelerated by longer drying durations
and high initial MCs during drying (Inprasit and Noomhorm, 2001). According to Soponronnarit
et al. (1998), high post-harvest temperatures may lead to increased enzyme activity which
accelerates rice yellowing. Studies from Ambardekar and Siebenmorgen (2012) showed that rice
yellowing was greater in high MC samples exposed to temperatures of 60-80ºC compared to low
MC samples exposed to the same temperatures and exposure durations. The authors concluded
that MC is an important factor in inducing yellowing in rice exposed to elevated temperatures.
Wang et al. (2002) reported that flour from the yellowed rice kernels had a significantly higher
pasting temperature, increased damaged starch content, and reduced amylose content and other
chemical deteriorations compared to flours from the whole or broken kernels. The rice industry
6

considers rice discoloration a serious problem and a major determinant of quality and price of
milled rice. In rice grading systems, tolerance levels are established for the presence of yellow
kernels (GIPSA, 2004) which may cause financial losses due to downgrading or rejection.
The functionality of rice, especially pasting characteristics in terms of paste viscosity, is
affected by processing method. Various studies have shown that drying conditions greatly
influence milled rice flour physicochemical properties such as pasting viscosity and thermal
properties, which are strongly correlated with end-use product quality (Toshizo, 1971; Dhaliwal
et al., 1991; Pearce et al., 2001; Patindol et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004). Dhaliwal et al. (1991)
showed that rough rice samples stored without drying had greater gelatinization and peak
viscosity than samples stored after drying. Dillahunty et al. (2001) showed that exposing rice to
high temperatures 66ºC, 70ºC and 92ºC for extended durations (48 h) decreased peak viscosity;
Patindol et al. (2003) observed greater pasting viscosity in medium grain samples dried at 40ºC
and 60ºC compared to samples dried at 20ºC. Ban (1971) determined that the reduction in peak
viscosity of high temperature dried rice samples was similar to that of parboiled rice. Wiset et al.
(2001) observed significant decrease in peak viscosity of rice dried at 85-90ºC compared to instore dried rice. Meeso et al. (2004) also showed a reduction in peak viscosity for rice dried at
150ºC for 1.5 min. All pasting property changes were more pronounced at higher drying
temperatures (Wiset et al., 2007). The peak viscosity was found to be greater for low temperature
dried rice samples than for high temperature dried samples (Dang and Copeland, 2004).
2.3

Degree of milling and quality of rice.
A measure of how much bran was removed during milling is referred to as the degree of

milling (DOM). The USDA Federal Grain Inspection Service has designated four qualitative
degree of milling categories: well-milled, reasonably well-milled, lightly milled, and under7

milled (Perdon et al., 2001). Many factors, including rice MC, temperature, and kernel surface
topography, affect the relative ease by which bran is removed from rice kernels during milling
(Cooper and Siebenmorgen, 2007). However, the amount of bran removed varies depending on
dehulling and milling processes. As milling duration increases, DOM increases (thus SLC
decreases) and HRY decreases linearly (Reid et al., 1998; Siebenmorgen et al., 2006).
Milling rice to various DOM affected milled rice HRY, whiteness, chemical
composition, water uptake during cooking, and cooked rice texture properties (Saleh and
Meullenet, 2007). Milling to lower SLC decreased cooked rice firmness and increased cooked
rice stickiness across locations, cultivars, and harvest MC. Protein and lipid contents in milled
rice decreased with increasing DOM (Saleh and Meullenet, 2007). Variations in DOM resulted
in changes in the rice kernel gross composition in a study which indicated that >98% of the SLC
and >50% of proteins can be removed by milling (Juliano and Bechtel, 1985).
In a study on the effect of DOM on pasting properties of rice by Perdon et al., (2001),
Peak viscosities, measured with the amylograph and rapid visco analyzer (RVA), for all rice
increased with degree of milling; the rates of increase were higher for medium grain than longgrain cultivars. Increase in Bengal peak viscosity and final viscosity with increased DOM was
also observed; the authors attributed that to higher amylase activity in Bengal rice. The authors
concluded that the DOM medium- and long-grain rice cultivars affected surface and total lipid
content and pasting properties, specifically peak and final viscosities. Milled rice surface and
total lipid content decreased as DOM increased for all cultivars tested.
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2.4

Infrared heating of rice
In commercial practice it is difficult to quickly and uniformly heat the rice to a high

temperature during convective drying because the rice is not in a single or thin layer and the
temperatures of the rice kernels are limited to the wet bulb temperature of the drying air if no
secondary heat sources are taken into account (Parrouffe et al., 1992). Infrared (IR) radiation
heating may provide a solution for achieving fast and relatively uniform heating due to the heat
penetration of IR radiation, resulting in quick moisture removal, a reduced moisture gradient in
the rice kernels, and improved milling quality (Pan et al., 2008). The earliest studies using IR for
drying rough rice were reported in the early 1960s (Schroeder, 1960; Faulkner and Wratten,
1966). According to studies by Schroeder, (1960), high drying rates were achieved by spreading
rice in a single layer and IR used to preheat rough rice to 60°C, followed by drying with heated
air of 49°C temperature for 2–3 min; approximately 2 percentage points of moisture was
removed by each drying pass. Another report also indicated that it took only 7 min to reduce the
MC of rough rice from 20% to 14.8% dry basis (d.b) using near IR heating, compared to 30 min
for hot air drying (Rao, 1983).
IR heating offers many advantages over conventional drying methods under similar
drying conditions, such as a high heating rate and energy efficiency (Das et al., 2004a; Das et al.,
2004b; Zhu et al., 2002; Sharma et al., 2005). When IR is used to heat or dry moist materials, the
radiation impinges on the exposed material and penetrates it, and then the radiation energy is
converted into heat (Ginzburg, 1969). The penetration could provide more uniform heating in the
rice kernel and may reduce the moisture gradient during heating and drying. Also, since IR does
not heat up the medium, the temperature of the rice kernel is not limited by the wet bulb
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temperature of the surrounding air, and the rice kernel can be quickly heated to high
temperatures.
IR can be classified into 3 regions, namely, near-infrared (NIR), mid-infrared (MIR), and
far-infrared (FIR), corresponding to the spectral ranges of 0.75 to 1.4, 1.4 to 3, and 3 to 1000 μm,
respectively (Sakai and Hanzawa, 1994). In general, FIR radiation is advantageous for food
processing because most food components absorb radiative energy in the FIR region (Sandu,
1986). Recently, medium and far IR sources, with wavelengths of 2–100 μm, have been
investigated for drying agricultural products (Arinze et al., 1987; Nindo et al., 1995). It was
found that the maximum absorption of IR radiation by medium grain rough rice occurred at a
wavelength of 2.9 μm (Bekki, 1991). Due to the limited penetration capability of IR, mixing is
necessary if the rice is dried on a thick bed, in order to achieve uniform heating of the rice
(Nindo et al., 1995). Since IR can be used to quickly heat rough rice in a single or thin layer to a
relatively high temperature, it should be possible to use the sensible heat from the heated rice to
remove more moisture during cooling, which could make the overall process of drying rice with
IR more energy efficient.

At present, there is a great need to develop alternative environmentally friendly
disinfestation methods to replace the typical chemical disinfestation methods, such as methyl
bromide fumigation. IR heating has been tested for disinfestation of stored rice and wheat. Three
species of insects commonly found in rice like beetles were exposed to IR; the process achieved
complete mortality with rice temperatures ranging from 65°C to 70°C (Tilton and Schroeder,
1963). It was also reported that adult beetles were killed by IR at 57°C (Kirkpatrick and Tilton,
1972). High heating and drying rates and corresponding effective disinfection of rough rice can
be achieved by using IR heating followed by tempering and natural cooling (Wang et al., 2014).
10

Pan et al. (2008) reported that it took only 60 s to achieve about 60ºC rice temperature and
removed 1.7 and 1.8 percentage point MC during IR heating alone for low and high MC rough
rice, respectively. The authors concluded that rough rice can be dried by using IR followed by
tempering to achieve superior rice milling quality, especially if the rice temperature of IR heating
is controlled at close or below 60ºC. According to Pan et al. (2011), it took only 60, 90 and 120 s
to achieve about 60°C rice surface temperature and to remove 1.3, 1.4 and 1.3 and 1.5, 1.6 and
1.5 percentage points moisture during heating alone for the low and high MC rough rice. The
corresponding total moisture removals, after tempering and natural air cooling treatments, were
2.7, 2.6 and 2.5 and 3.7, 4.2 and 3.6 percentage points. Pan et al. (2011) concluded that the
tempering process after the rapid IR heating is essential to achieve high rice milling quality and
improve the amount of moisture removal during cooling.

11

3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1
3.1.1

Materials
Rice samples
Long-grain hybrid, cv. 6XP 756, long-grain pureline, cv. Cheniere and medium-grain, cv.

CL 271 rice cultivars harvested at initial moisture contents (IMCs) of 23%, 23.5% and 24.4%
were used in this study. The rice samples were cleaned with a Carter- Day Dockage tester
(Carter-Day Co., Minneapolis, MN) to remove any foreign materials and stored in a laboratory
cold room set at 4°C for a week. The samples were retrieved from the cold room and allowed to
equilibrate with room conditions for 24 h before conducting any experiments. The MCs of the
samples were determined by using an AM 5200 Grain Moisture Tester (PERTEN Instruments,
Hägersten, Sweden) which was calibrated using the American Society of Biological Engineers
standards (Jindal and Siebenmorgen 1987). All reported MCs are on wet basis.
3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Industrial type radiant heating system and features
Rice drying was conducted using a newly-built, pilot- scale IR heating system with four

catalytic IR emitters (Catalytic Industrial Group, Independence, KS). The recently-built IR
heating system was designed to simulate IR treatment of rice continuously fed on a conveyor belt
that passed under the heating zone. The single zone system (Figure 1), utilizes catalytic infrared
(CIR) emitters powered by either natural or propane gas and has a modular design to allow
adjustment of process parameters such as belt speed which correspond to different drying
durations, IR intensity based on level of gas supply, belt vibration intensity, level of air
circulation within the drying zone, and product-to-emitter-gap size. The CIR emitter can generate
12

medium and far IR radiant energy with wavelength from 3.3 to 8 microns by catalyzing natural
gas or propane gas with a platinum catalyst. The fuel enters the back of the air-tight heater pan
and is dispersed through an electrically preheated catalytic pad. At the same time, oxygen from
the air diffuses through the catalyst pad from the front of the heater. Oxidation reduction reaction
occurs where the gas and oxygen meet, and hence a catalytic reaction below the flame ignition
temperature of the gas is experienced. The platinum which is impregnated in the catalyst pad, is a
catalyst. The products of the reaction are two molecules of water and one molecule of carbon
dioxide for every molecule of methane which contacts the catalyst. This process is exothermic
and releases energy in the form of IR radiant heat, water vapor and hot carbon dioxide gas.

13

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. (a) Industrial type equipment for infrared (IR) drying of rice; (b) arrangement of IR
heating emitters and air circulation vents inside the equipment heating zone.
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3.2.2

Measurement of radiant energy transfer
A radiometer (Ophir-Spiricon, LLC, North Logan, UT) was used to determine energy

transfer (IR intensity) from IR energy source to the product. The radiometer measured power
emitted in kW; the IR intensity was then calculated by dividing the supplied power by area of
heated black body (equation 1):
Energy transfer IR heating intensity =

3.2.3

!" # !

$

%&

(1)

Infrared drying and tempering experiments
The rice samples were heated for four durations (30, 50, 90, and 180 s) under IR radiation

intensity of 5.55 kW m-2. All tests were replicated three times at each condition. For the drying
test, rice sample was loaded on a moving belt as a single layer at a loading rate of 1.61 kg m-2
with product-to-emitter-gap size set at 450 mm. The vibration intensity and air circulation level
was fixed for all conditions. The tempering was conducted by immediately collecting rice after
IR heating and keeping the treated rice samples in tightly sealed glass jars placed in an
environmental chamber (ESL 4CA Platinous Temperature and Humidity Chamber, Espec,
Hudson, MI) with a temperature set at 60°C for 4 h. The weights of rice samples were measured
before and after IR heating and tempering using a balance (Scout Pro balance, Ohaus
Corporation, USA). The weight loss, during IR heating and the difference between IMC and the
MC after treatments were used to calculate percentage point moisture removal. The experiments
were conducted for single- (one) and two-pass treatments. The design of the experiments is
described in Table 1.
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Table 1. Experimental design for pilot-scale infrared (IR) heating of rough rice
IR heating
intensity
(kW m-2)

5.55

Product-to-emitter
gap size (mm)

450

Cultivars

Initial moisture
content (%)
w.b.

Number
of passes

cv. 6XP 756

23

One-pass

cv. Cheniere

23.5

cv. CL 271

24.4

IR
heating
duration
(s)
30
50

Two-pass

90
180

3.2.4

Rice surface temperature measurements
An IR thermometer (Fluke Corporation, Everett, WA) was used to take the surface

temperature of rice right before IR heating and immediately after IR heating. This thermometer
is for non-contact temperature measurement and measures an objects surface temperature by
measuring the amount of IR energy radiated at the objects surface. To take the temperature
reading of the rice, the IR thermometer was pointed at the rice and a trigger pulled to generate
the laser. The laser pointer was then used to aim the thermometer at the rice whose temperature
was being taken and the temperatures of the rice were recorded in triplicates.
3.2.5

Energy analysis
Calculations were performed to evaluate energy supplied by the IR emitter versus the

total water removal during combined IR heating and tempering process, in one- and two-pass
processes. Total energy supplied by the emitter to remove moisture from three cultivars of rice at
various IMCs, when heated with IR for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s, followed by tempering were
evaluated as indicated in the following example:
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•

The loading rate of rice and supplied IR intensity are considered to be L kg m-2 and
I kW m-2, respectively.

•

A unit mass of rice receives I/L = E kW kg-1 (energy per unit mass of rice).

•

The supplied energy is considered to contribute to moisture removal for a one-pass
process of IR heating and tempering that liberates R and T kg of moisture per kg of
rice, respectively.

•

The effectiveness of the process to remove a unit mass of water was calculated as E/
(R+T) kW kg-1 water removed.

The energy is expressed in terms of kJ supplied per kg of heated dry matter to remove a kg
of water from the rice and takes into account the combined IR heating and tempering process.
3.3

Milling analysis
Triplicate, 150 g sub-samples of rough rice, obtained from each IR dried sample were

conditioned to 12.5% MC, dehulled using a laboratory huller (Satake Rice Machine, Satake
Engineering Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), milled for 30 s using a laboratory mill (McGill #2 Rice
Mill, RAPSCO, Brookshire, TX) and aspirated for 30 s to remove small particles and dust using
a seed blower (South Dakota Seed Blower, Seedboro, Chicago, IL). Head rice was then separated
from broken kernels using a double tray sizing machine (Grainman Machinery Manufacturing
Corp., Miami, FL). Head rice was considered as kernels that remained at least three-fourths of
the original kernel length after milling (Siebenmorgen, 2014). HRY was calculated as the mass
proportion of rough rice that remained as head rice after complete milling.
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3.4

Pasting viscosity profiles
To determine the pasting viscosity profiles, triplicate, 20 g head rice sub samples were

ground into flour using a cyclone mill with a 0.5 mm sieve (model 2511, Udy Corp., Fort
Collins, CO). The MC of the flour was determined by drying triplicate, 2.5 g samples in a
convection oven at 130°C for 1 h (Jindal and Siebenmorgen, 1987). Flour samples were prepared
for viscosity analysis by mixing 3 ± 0.01g of flour (at approximately 12% MC) with 25 ± 0.05
mL deionized water. Water corrections were made to account for the samples being above or
below 12% MC. Rapid Visco Analyzer-Super 4 (Newport Scientific Pty. Ltd., Warriewood,
NSW, Australia) was used to determine the peak and final viscosity of the rice flour. Setback
viscosity was calculated as the difference between final and peak viscosities. The RVA was set
up on a 12.5 min routine (1.5 min at 50ºC, heating to 95ºC at 12º C/min, 2.5 min at 95ºC, cooling
to 50ºC at 12ºC/ min, and held for 1 min at 50º C) according to AACC Methods (1996). Peak
and final viscosities were recorded in centipoises (1 RVA unit = 10 cP).
3.5

Color, surface lipid content and protein content determination
The International Commission on Illumination (CIE) color parameters (L*/a*/b*) as

well as SLC and protein content of bulk head rice kernels were determined using Near-Infrared
(NIR) spectrometer with a diode array analyzer (DA 7200, Perten instruments, SE-141 05
Huddinge, Sweden). This instrument gives simultaneous evaluation of color parameters, SLC
and protein content. Reflectance was measured in the range of 900 to 1700 nm in 2 nm intervals.
Samples were held in a spinning sample cup while the NIR spectrum was collected. Three scans
were conducted for each sample and averaged prior to data analyses. After obtaining the color
parameters L*, a* and b*, delta E (ΔE) which indicates the overall change in color was
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determined. The ΔE is a combination of all the CIE parameters and was calculated using
equation 2 (Atungulu et al., 2003):
∆( = ) *∗+ − *∗.

+

+ 0+∗ − 0.∗

+

+ 1+∗ − 1.∗

+

2

where, the subscript 1 and 2 in the color parameters represent the values for control and IR
treated samples, respectively.
3.6

Statistical analysis
The experimental variables included rice cultivar (long-grain pureline, long-grain hybrid

and medium-grain), IR heating duration (30, 50, 90 and 180 s) and number of passes (one-pass
and two-pass). The main effects and interactions of all variables on percentage points moisture
removed, milling quality (HRY), energy requirement, color, pasting properties, SLC and protein
content were determined using analysis of variance (ANOVA) using statistical software JMP
Version 12.0.1, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, N.C. Significant differences within and among the
sample means were determined using Student’s t test (least significant difference test), and the
Tukey HSD tests at α = 0.05.
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4
4.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Surface temperature profiles of rice
The surface temperatures of long-grain pureline (Cheniere) rice samples before and after

IR drying for all the drying durations ranged from 22.6ºC to 24.9ºC and 60.5ºC to 116.8ºC
(Table 2). The surface temperature of rice increased with increase in the drying duration. The
shortest drying duration (30 s) resulted in rice surface temperature of 60.5ºC and the longest
drying duration (180 s) resulted in rice surface temperature of 116.8ºC. High temperature drying
of rough rice can influence the milled rice functionality and affect parameters such as color and
pasting properties (Toshizo, 1971; Dhaliwal et al., 1991; Pearce et al., 2001; Patindol et al.,
2003; Wang et al., 2004). Previous studies which involved heating in batch with comparable IR
intensity, and exposure times of 15, 30, 40, 60, 90, and 120 s for same drying bed thickness,
resulted in lower rice surface temperatures ranging from 35.9°C to 71.4°C (Pan et al., 2011). The
differences between this study and the study by Pan et al. (2011) may have been due to the
differences in the loading rates and the continuous nature of the process adopted in this study.
This study was conducted at a loading rate of 1.61 kg m-2 which was less compared to the
loading rates of 2.5, 4.5, and 6.5 kg m‐2 that were used in the studies by Pan et al. (2011).
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Table 2. Surface temperature of long-grain pureline (Cheniere) rice before and after infrared
drying for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements.
Drying duration (s)
30

Surface Temperature (ºC)
in
24.3

Surface temperature (ºC)
out
60.5

50

22.9

64.3

90

22.6

72.8

180

24.9

116.8

4.2

Effect of infrared drying durations on rice moisture removal
Figure 2 a and b shows the percentage points moisture removed from rice samples during

one-and two-pass IR heating for different durations followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. The
percentage points of moisture removed across all the rice cultivars increased with increase in IR
heating duration both for one-and two-pass treatments. In typical drying, the goal is to reduce the
MC of rice to safe storage MC of 12.5%. Noting that the IMC was 23%, it was observed that
one-pass treatment with IR heating durations of 30 and 50 s followed by the tempering were not
adequate to reduce the MC of the rice to near safe storage MC of 12.5%. For example, in
Cheniere cultivar, one-pass treatment with IR heating durations of 30 and 50 s resulted in 4.24%
and 6.63% points moisture removal respectively. When the rice were subjected to two-pass 30
and 50 s IR heating and tempering, the percentage points of moisture removed nearly doubled for
all the cultivars. Figure 3 compares the percentage points moisture removed when rice was
subjected to 30 and 50 s IR heating and tempering in one-pass and two-pass treatments.
One-way fixed effect ANOVA was performed to determine statistical differences by
performing a three-way interaction of drying duration, number of passes and cultivar. The results
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determined that there were some statistical differences in the percentage points moisture
removed for all treated samples (P = 0.008, F =8.76 DF= 2 and MS = 0.83), where P, F, DF and
MS symbolizes p values, f values, degree of freedom and mean squares, respectively. The
ANOVA results are shown in Table 3. The interaction between IR heating duration, cultivar and
passes was significant (p = 0.0008).
Table 3. Summary of the p values, f values, degree of freedom (DF) and mean square (MS)
values obtained from the analysis of variance for the effect of number of passes, IR heating
duration and cultivar on percentage points moisture removed.
Source
DF
Mean square
F value
Pr >F
No of passes

1

108.7849000

1143.36

<.0001

IR heating duration

3

136.2184941

1431.70

<.0001

Cultivar

2

0.6056850

6.37

0.0043

Passes*duration

1

0.2868198

3.01

0.0911

Passes*cultivar

2

2.0845396

21.91

<.0001

Duration*cultivar

6

1.7704944

18.61

<.0001

Passes*duration*cultivar

2

0.8331691

8.76

0.0008

Tukey’s HDS test was used to determine which treated samples had differences in the
mean percentage point moisture removed and the results are shown in Table 4. There was no
significant difference (p =0.502) between percentage points moisture removed from 6XP 756
and CL 271 rice cultivars dried in one-pass IR treatment for all the drying durations. No
significant differences (p = 0.104) were also observed in Cheniere and CL 271 samples IR
treated in one-pass for 180 s, two-pass for 30 s and two-pass for 50 s. The highest moisture
removal was observed in 6XP 756 samples heated with IR for the longest duration of 180 s
where the percentage points moisture removed were M = 14.02% and SE = 0.17 (M and SE
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symbolize mean and standard error, respectively). The increased moisture removal resulted from
increased energy supply to the rice during longer heating durations which caused more water
evaporation compared to shorter heating durations (Pan et al., 2011).
Previous studies which involved heating in batch with comparable IR intensity resulted in
somewhat lower percentage points of moisture removal, less than 5 percentage points for
combined IR heating and tempering (Das et al., 2004a). The difference, however, could be
because of differences in the loading rates and the continuous nature of the process employed in
our study. This study was conducted at a loading rate of 1.61 kg m-2 which was less compared to
the loading rate of 5.3 kg m-2 that was used in the previous batch processing studies reported by
Pan and Atungulu (2010). Accurate control of loading rate for a vibrating conveyor is a huge
challenge. However, in this study the vibrator was set such that a single layer of rice was
maintained with rice kernels gently rotating as they passed under the heating elements. It is
possible that the vibration which allowed uniform heating of rice improved the drying rate of the
rice in this industrial type drying system. Further studies that factor in rice bed vibrations and
bed thickness are therefore necessary to optimize the drying performance of the IR drying
system.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Percentage points moisture removed after one-pass (a) and two-pass (b) infrared (IR)
heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s, followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average
of three replicate measurements; the bars are constructed at one standard error.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the mean percentage points moisture removed after one-pass and twopass infrared (IR) heating for 30 and 50 s, followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is
an average of three replicate measurements; the bars are constructed at one standard error.
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Table 4. Tukey’s HSD test for the effect of cultivar and infrared (IR) drying duration on the
percentage points moisture removed from rough rice after heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s,
followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h in one- and two-pass treatments.
Cultivar

6XP 756

Cheniere

CL 271

IR heating
duration (s)

Mean Moisture
removal (% point)

30

One pass
5.37F

50

SE

Mean Moisture
removal (% point)

SE

0.15

Two pass
7.45C

0.24

7.03E

0.14

10.65A

0.16

90

9.12D

0.14

-

-

180

14.02A

0.17

-

-

30

4.24G

0.10

8.67B

0.12

50

6.63E

0.06

11.06A

0.09

90

10.98C

0.08

-

-

180

13.02B

0.18

-

-

30

5.07FG

0.14

8.47B

0.17

50

7.56E

0.31

10.48A

0.15

90

9.24D

0.28

-

-

180

13.76AB

0.27

-

-

Values are compared within columns. Values designated by the same alphabetical letter are not
significantly different (p > 0.05); SE symbolizes standard error.
4.3

Effect of infrared treatment on head rice yield
The mean HRY of control samples dried at 26ºC and 65% relative humidity was found to

be 64.4%, 63.6% and 69.9% for 6XP 756, Cheniere and CL 271, respectively. The HRYs of rice
samples dried using IR heating for all durations for both one-and two-passes and tempered at
60ºC for 4 h are shown in Figures 4 and 5. A three-way ANOVA result (Table 5), showed that
the interaction between cultivar, duration and passes was not significant for HRY (P= 0.0648, F
= 2.96, DF = 2 and MS = 2.9356). However the interaction between cultivar and IR heating
duration was significant (p = 0.0001, F = 9.2105, DF = 6 and MS = 7.2288). The mean HRYs
for 6XP 756 rice samples treated with IR for 50, 90 and 180 s followed by tempering (HRYs
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61.7%, 60.1% and 53.8%) in a one-pass treatment were significantly different (p = 0.001) from
the HRY of control samples (HRY 63.9%). For CL 271 cultivar, only samples IR heated for 180
s in a one-pass treatment had significantly lower HRYs than the controls (p<0.05). The mean
HRYs of rice samples dried using IR heating for 30 and 50 s in a two-pass treatment followed by
tempering were also significantly different from the controls (p value<0.05) for all cultivars
except for CL 271 (Table 5). For two-pass treatments, there was no significant difference
between the IR treated samples and the control (p > 0.05). One-way fixed ANOVA results
showed that the interaction between number of passes and IR heating duration was not
significant (p = 0.1752, F = 1.85, DF = 2 and MS = 1.8359). Tukey’s HSD results showed that
the two-pass treatments significantly lowered the sample HRY when compared to one-pass
treatments (p = 0.0001). The loss of milling quality in terms of HRY was remarkable and
significant (p = 0.0012) for the samples exposed to IR heating for 180 s during the drying,
especially for Cheniere which recorded the lowest mean HRY (47.1%). This may have been
caused by the intra-kernel stresses resulting from the material state differences between the
surface and the core which caused increased kernel fissuring thereby leading to the observed low
milling quality (Ondier et al., 2012). As expected shorter drying durations followed by tempering
resulted in greater HRYs. Overall, better milling quality (p value = 0.0018) was observed in
samples treated for shorter durations than for samples treated for longer durations. The mediumgrain cultivar, CL 271, whose features include a shorter and thicker kernel (Ondier et al., 2012),
had higher HRYs compared to the long-grain cultivars. This observation contradicted previous
studies that have consistently shown that medium-grain kernels are more susceptible to fissuring
than long-grain kernels (Jindal and Siebenmorgen, 1994; Fan et al., 2000; Siebenmorgen et al.,
2005). However, the demerit is that in terms of percentage point moisture removal, the short IR
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treatment durations of 30 and 50 s were not sufficient to dry the rice to safe storage MC. That
means that with short IR treatment durations, multiple drying passes may be necessary. For
example, the HRY of Cheniere rice samples dried for 30 s in one- pass was 61.8% whereas the
HRY for rice samples dried for 180 s in a one pass was 47.1%.

Figure 4. Head rice yield after one-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s, followed
by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b); the bars are
constructed at one standard error.
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Figure 5. Head rice yield after two-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, and 50 s, followed by
tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b); the bars are
constructed at one standard error.
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Table 5. Tukey’s HSD test for the effect of cultivar and infrared (IR) drying duration on the head
rice yield (HRY) after heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s, followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h in
one- and two-pass treatments.
Cultivar

6XP 756

Cheniere

CL 271

SE

Mean HRY (%)

SE

Control

One pass
64.4A

0.61

Two pass
64.4B

0.61

30

63.1BCD

0.64

60.2C

0.15

50

61.7CDE

0.36

59.2CD

0.63

90

60.1EFD

0.08

-

-

180

53.8B

0.73

-

-

Control

63.6CB

0.64

63.6B

0.64

30

61.8CDE

0.72

56.6D

0.49

50

60.4EF

0.3

58.4CD

1.56

90

60.5EF

0.48

-

-

180

47.1H

0.73

-

-

Control

69.9A

0.14

69.9A

0.14

30

69.1A

0.17

67.9A

0.19

50

68.8A

0.09

66.5AB

0.55

90

67.8A

0.19

-

-

180

58.5F

0.05

-

-

IR heating
duration (s)

Mean HRY (%)

Values are compared within columns. Values designated by the same alphabetical letters are not
significantly different (p > 0.05); SE symbolizes standard error.

4.4

Drying energy requirement
Statistical analyses were performed to determine if there were significant differences on

the mean IR energy required to remove a unit mass of water from rough rice. A three-way
interaction using ANOVA was conducted to determine the effects of drying duration, cultivar
and number of passes on energy required to remove a unit mass of water from rough rice. The
three-way interaction was not significant (P = 0.5095, F = 0.8975, DF = 6). The type of cultivar
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did not influence the energy needed to remove a unit mass of water from rough rice for one-pass
treatment (P = 0.0939, F = 2.5628, DF = 2). The energy is expressed in terms of kJ supplied per
kg of heated dry matter to remove a kg of water from the rice shown in Figure 6 takes into
account the water removed during the IR heating and tempering process. There was a statistically
significant difference (p= 0.0053) in energy requirements based on the IR heating duration.
In one-pass treatments for example, Cheniere sample treated for the longest duration of
180 s, required the highest amount of energy (M= 4769.4), while lowest energy was required in
6XP 756 samples treated for 30 s (M = 1927.7). The same trend was observed in the two-pass
treatments with highest energy required to remove a unit mass of water observed in CL 271
samples treated for 50 s (M = 6579.5) and the lowest energy required observed in Cheniere
samples treated for 30 s (M = 4775.3). The summary of the results are shown in Table 6. The fact
that more energy is required at the 180 s one-pass treatment, and yet the HRY is compromised at
the same condition as explained earlier, makes that treatment condition not attractive despite the
largest percentage points of moisture reduction achievable. Except for the 180 s one-pass
treatments, the energy values (Figure 6) are comparable or lower than those reported for
convective air drying (Strumillo et al., 1995). The reason for the difference could be because the
values reported include moisture liberated during tempering stage as well. Moisture continued to
be liberated in the tempering stages without energy addition from IR heating. These values
however are within those reported for on-farm in-bin drying, where energy requirements to dry
rice ranged from 2,840 to 5,310 kJ/kg water removed in 2011, with harvest moisture contents
ranging from 16.6% to 21.7%, and from 3,730 to 5,840 kJ/kg water removed in 2012, with
harvest moisture contents ranging from 17.4% to 18.2% (Billiris et al., 2014).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Energy used to remove a kg of water (H2O) from rough rice after infrared (IR) heating
for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s, followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h in one- and two-pass treatments;
the bars are constructed at one standard error.
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Table 6. Tukey’s HSD test for the effect of cultivar and infrared (IR) drying duration on energy
required to remove a unit mass of water from rough rice after heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s,
followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h in one- and two-pass treatments.
Cultivar

6XP 756

Cheniere

CL 271

Mean Moisture
removal (% point)

SE

IR heating
duration (s)

Mean Moisture
removal (% point)

SE

30

One pass
1927.7H

Two pass
53.10 6478.7A

184.22

50

2454.9EF

47.39 5564.2B

100.9

90

3404.8C

54.03 -

-

180

4426.2B

52.71 -

-

30

2240.5FGH

44.65 4775.3C

69.09

50

2599.1E

24.94 6236.7A

52.54

90

2981.0D

54.38 -

-

180

4769.4A

67.13 -

-

30

2042.4GH

55.76 4890.1C

98.81

50

2287.4EFG

95.01 6579.5A

91.78

90

3361.8C

98.18 -

-

180

4510.9AB

88.82 -

-

Values are compared within columns. Values designated by the same alphabetical letter are not
significantly different (p > 0.05); SE symbolizes standard error.
4.5

Effect of infrared treatment on pasting property
Final viscosities of rice flour from all the three cultivar lots of samples heated with IR for

30, 50, 90 and 180 s ranged from 3457.3 cP to 1547.0 cP for one-and two-pass (Figures 7 and 8).
The final viscosities of CL 271 and 6XP 756 were significantly greater (P = 0.0012) than that of
the controls for both one-pass and two-pass treatments. No significant difference in final
viscosities were observed between the controls and the treated samples of Cheniere cultivars
except for those IR heated for 180 s, which were significantly lower (P = 0.001 and M = 1547.0)
than the controls for one-pass. Statistical analysis (Table 7), shows that the effect of cultivar and
IR heating durations on the final viscosity of the rice after IR drying were significant (P =
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0.0007, F = 8.64 and DF = 6). The highest final viscosity was observed in 6XP 756 samples
dried with IR for 50 s in a two-pass treatment (3457 cP), followed by samples dried in one-pass
for 50 s (3312 cP). The lowest final viscosity was observed in Cheniere samples dried with IR in
a one-pass treatment of 180 s (1547 cP).
The mean peak viscosities of rice flour from all the three cultivar lots of samples heated
with IR ranged from 3206 cp to 955.7 cp for one- and two-pass (Figures 9 and 10). The same
trends as that in final viscosities were observed for peak viscosities with peak viscosities of CL
271 and 6XP 756 significantly greater (p = 0.0001) than that of the controls for both one-pass
and two-pass treatments. From Table 8, the statistical analysis shows that cultivar and IR heating
duration had significant effect on the peak viscosity of the rice after IR drying (p = 0.0001, F =
8.64 and DF = 8). The highest peak viscosity was observed in CL 271 samples dried with IR in a
two-pass treatment for 30 s (3206 cP). High final and peak viscosities are associated with
increased cohesiveness due to increased water binding capacity of the starch granules as well as
subsequent disintegration during cooking (Wang et al., 2004). Similar increases in final and peak
viscosities with increasing air temperatures were also reported by Dhaliwal et al. (1991).
Ambardekar and Siebenmorgen (2012) also reported similar increases in final and peak
viscosities for samples that were exposed to elevated temperatures, which they attributed to the
modification of starch granule structures. Ondier et al. ( 2013) reported peak viscosities ranging
from 2400 cP to 3100 cP and final viscosities ranging from 2650 cP to 3100 cP for Wells,
Jupiter and CL XL729 cultivars which were exposed to temperatures of 60ºC, 70ºC and 80ºC.
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Figure 7. Final viscosity after one-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s followed by
tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b).
Levels without the same letter are significantly different (p < 0.05).
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Figure 8. Final viscosity after two-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30 and 50 s followed by
tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b).
Levels without the same letter are significantly different (p < 0.05).
Table 7. Statistical analysis showing the effect of processing parameters on final viscosity of
milled rice after infrared (IR) heating in one- and two-pass treatments at different drying
durations.
Final viscosity
One pass

Two pass

Source

F value

DF

IR heating duration (s)

16.66

3

0.0001

0.0001

38.46

Cultivar

271.56

2

<0.0001

<0.0001

82.60

IR heating duration* Cultivar

8.64

6

<0.0001

<0.0001

4.81

36

Prob. > F

F value

Figure 9. Peak viscosity after one-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s followed by
tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b).
Levels without the same letter are significantly different (p value < 0.05).
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Figure 10. Peak viscosity after two-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30 and 50 s followed by
tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b).
Levels without the same letter are significantly different (p < 0.05).
Table 8. Statistical analysis showing the effect of processing parameters on Peak viscosity of
milled rice after infrared (IR) heating in one- and two-pass treatments at different drying
durations.
Peak viscosity
One pass

Two pass

Source

F value

DF

IR heating duration (s)

22.63

4

<0.0001

0.0004

12.75

Cultivar

433.93

2

<0.0001

<0.0001

681.18

IR heating duration* Cultivar

1.6152

8

<0.1622

<0.0051

5.36

38

Prob. > F

F value

Setback viscosity is the difference in viscosity between the trough and the final viscosity
value, and is a measure of the degree of retrogradation of amylose and amylopectin upon cooling
of the gelatinized starch (Ondier et al., 2013). Similar to peak and final viscosities, setback
viscosity of all the experimental samples were significantly greater (p value = 0.0012) than the
controls both for one- and two-pass treatments (Figures 11 and 12). Especially, longer IR
treatment durations were associated with higher setback viscosities for all the cultivars. Samples
from Cheniere had greater viscosities followed by samples from 6XP 756 and CL 271,
respectively. The differences in setback viscosities can be attributed to inherent differences
between the starch structures of the three cultivars that affected their differential ability to
retrograde after cooling (Ambardekar and Siebenmorgen, 2012). Statistical analysis (Table 9)
shows that the effect of cultivar and IR heating durations on the setback viscosity of the rice after
IR drying were significant (p = 0.001, F=14.62, DF = 6).
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Figure 11. Setback viscosity after one-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s
followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements.
Control samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC
(w.b). Levels without the same letter are significantly different (p < 0.05).
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Figure 12. Setback viscosity after two-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30 and 50 s followed by
tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b).
Levels without the same letter are significantly different (p < 0.05).

Table 9. Statistical analysis showing the effect of parameters on setback viscosity of milled rice
after infrared (IR) heating in one- and two-pass treatments at different drying durations.
Setback viscosity
One pass

Two pass

Source

F value

DF

IR heating duration (s)

39.36

4

0.0004

<0.0001

24.91

Cultivar

106.67

2

<0.0001

<0.0001

136.49

IR heating duration* Cultivar

14.62

8

<0.0051

<0.0512

2.90

41

Prob. > F

F value

The changes in pasting viscosity profiles in the experimental samples may be attributed
to chemical and structural changes occurring within the rice kernel when exposed to IR heating
during the drying process. Starch generally has the greatest influence on the pasting viscosity
profile of rice flour (Patindol et al., 2003). The second largest component in rice is protein. The
pasting properties may significantly be affected by protein since starch granules are encased in
the protein matrix, and hence cause the disulfide bonds to restrict granule swelling during
gelatinization (Little and Dawson, 1960; Hamaker and Griffin, 1993). Soluble proteins including
albumin constitute about 12% of milled rice protein (Chandi and Sogi, 2007). The soluble
proteins like albumin may obstruct water access to the starch granule through preferential
binding of starch hydrophilic region, thus reducing water uptake and limiting starch granule
swelling (Baxter et al., 2010; Ondier et al., 2013). Since the denaturation temperature of rice
proteins which include albumin, glutelin and globulin ranges between 70ºC and 80ºC (Ju et al.,
2001), it is therefore possible that the IR heating at intensity of 5.55 kW m-2 disrupted the
disulfide bonds and caused the starch granule to swell to a larger size. The increase in pasting
viscosity profile of the treated rice samples may have also been due to release of amylose and
low molecular weight amylopectin chains of starch granules (Dang and Copeland, 2004), which
promotes the formation of polymer complexes that could significantly contribute to the increased
viscosity of the IR treated samples.
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4.6

Effect of infrared drying on rice color
The deviation of color (ΔE) of the IR dried rice samples from the color of non-treated

freshly-harvested rice, control sample was determined. There were statistically significant
interactions between cultivar and IR heating duration (p = 0.001) for both one-pass and two-pass
treatments (Figures 13 and 14). The greatest deviation of color was observed in the mediumgrain samples (CL 271) which recorded the highest ΔE values (5.5) for one-pass 30 s treatment.
The same trend was observed in the two-pass treatments. Compared to the long grain rice
samples, the medium-grain samples had higher IMC (24.4%). It is possible that IR heating
coupled with the 4 h tempering process caused enzymatic reactions that led to change of color
(Maillard browning). This preposition is corroborated by research findings (Dillahunty et al.,
2001; Ambardekar and Siebenmorgen, 2012) which have shown that rice yellowing was greater
in high MC samples exposed to temperatures of 60ºC to 80ºC compared to low MC samples
exposed to the same temperatures and exposure durations (12 h). In samples with very low ΔE
values, there is a possibility that the high energy flux associated with IR heating led to faster MC
reduction and also inactivated enzymes responsible for yellowing or browning reactions
(Maillard reaction) hence maintaining whiteness. In the current study, IR drying of rice in the
first 30 s reduced MC of the samples by at least 4.24% points and this may have limited the
mobility and interaction of the reactive species and prevented yellowing or browning reactions in
samples that maintained milled rice color. Generally, the treated samples had lower ΔE values
and although color change was seen in some samples in comparison to the control samples, for
ΔE below 13 the human visual response or perception with reference to color change is expected
to be negligible (Atungulu et al., 2004).
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Figure 13. The deviation of color (ΔE) after one-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180
s followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate
measurements. Control samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to
12.5% MC (w.b). Levels without the same letter within each cultivar are significantly different
(p < 0.05).
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Figure 14. The deviation of color (ΔE) after two-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30 and 50 s
followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements.
Control samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC
(w.b). Levels without the same letter within each cultivar are significantly different (p < 0.05).

4.7

Effect of infrared drying on rice surface lipid content
The trends of degree of milling, expressed as SLC of rice are shown in Figures 15 and 16

for one- and two-pass treatments respectively. The mean SLC for the control samples 6XP 756,
Cheniere and CL 271 were 0.21%, 0.24% and 0.45%, respectively. A one-way ANOVA analysis
was conducted to determine the impacts of IR drying duration on SLC for each cultivar. Results
for all the studied rice cultivars showed that the SLC of treated samples were significantly
greater (P = 0.0001, F = 18.08 and DF = 8) than the SLC of the controls except for samples
treated for 180 s. The SLC of treated samples steadily increased with increase in drying duration
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and then declined at 180 s. The increase may have been due to thermal effects on lipid at 180 s. It
is possible that temperatures at 180 s of IR treatment affected activity of enzymes (Atungulu et
al., 2004). Also the observed phenomena may have been due to the structural changes at the bran
layer resulting in differential milling characteristics which may result in different amounts of
lipids on the rice surface. Previous results have indicated that far infrared (FIR) radiation onto
rice hull could liberate and activate covalently bound phenolic compounds that have antioxidant
activities (Lee et al., 2003). There was no significant difference between the SLC of controls and
SLC of 6XP 756 samples IR heated in two-pass treatments (p = 0.106). The medium-grain
samples had the highest SLC followed by pureline and hybrid respectively (Table 10). All the
samples were milled using the same procedure. Therefore, the variability in the surface lipid
content can be attributed to the treatments and individual cultivar structure and lipid
composition. These findings contradicts findings reported by Ondier et al, (2013) where he
reported higher SLC for hybrid samples than for purelines after drying rice at higher
temperatures (80ºC). They postulated that the high drying conditions may have increased
adherence of the thin bran layer to the endosperm of the hybrid cultivar, but loosened the outer
layers of the relatively thick bran layer of the pureline cultivar. Generally, hybrid rice cultivars
have a lower SLC and a greater degree of milling than purelines for comparable milling
durations (Siebenmorgen et al., 2006). Overall the differences in the SLC between the controls
and treated samples were in the range of 0.15% for long-grain rice, which may not be of practical
difference in terms of nutritional composition. However, for the medium-grain, the overall
difference range was up to 0.4%. From a shelf life standpoint, the results suggest that the IR
treated rice may be predisposed to faster rancidity when stored at the same conditions compared
to the control samples.
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Figure 15. Surface lipid content (SLC) after one-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180
s followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate
measurements. Control samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to
12.5% MC (w.b); the bars are constructed at one standard error.
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Figure 16. Surface lipid content (SLC) after two-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30 and 50 s
followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements.
Control samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC
(w.b); the bars are constructed at one standard error.
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Table 10. Tukey’s HSD test for the effect of cultivar and infrared (IR) drying duration on surface
lipid content (SLC) after heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s, followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h
in one- and two-pass treatments.
Cultivar

6XP 756

Cheniere

CL 271

SE

Mean SLC (%)

SE

Control

One pass
0.21D

0.02

Two pass
0.21D

0.02

30

0.22D

0.03

0.20D

0.01

50

0.24D

0.02

0.20D

0.01

90

0.22CD

0.01

-

-

180

0.13D

0.05

-

-

Control

0.24CD

0.01

0.24D

0.01

30

0.40B

0.04

0.40C

0.02

50

0.41B

0.01

0.41C

0.02

90

0.48B

0.02

-

-

180

0.39BC

0.01

-

-

Control

0.45B

0.01

0.45C

0.01

30

0.93A

0.01

0.74A

0.01

50

0.83A

0.02

0.60B

0.02

90

0.80A

0.04

-

-

180

0.55B

0.02

-

-

IR heating
duration (s)

Mean SLC (%)

Values are compared within columns for each cultivar. Values designated by the same
alphabetical letter are not significantly different (p > 0.05); SE symbolizes standard error.

4.8

Infrared drying duration and protein content
The mean protein contents of the three cultivar lots of rice samples heated with IR ranged

from 4.5% to7.2% for one-and two-pass treatments (Figures 17 and 18). Based on the statistical
analysis (Table 11), protein content of rice was affected by the IR treatment duration and cultivar
(P = 0.0007, F = 4.81 and DF = 8). For 6XP 756 cultivar, there was no significant difference (p
value > 0.05) between the controls and the samples IR heated followed by tempering both for
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one-pass and two-pass treatments, except samples dried for 180 s which had significantly lower
protein content compared to control samples (p = 0.0001). The CL 271 rice samples treated for
180 s indicated significantly lower protein content than the control samples (p = 0.0013). From a
theoretical standpoint, however, it is expected that thermal processing may have some impact on
the proteins in rice. The denaturation temperatures of albumin, globulin, and glutelin found in
rice have been reported as 73.3ºC, 78.9ºC, and 82.2ºC, respectively (Ju et al., 2001). There are
also conflicting reports on the denaturation temperature for rice globulin to be at 60.1ºC
(Gorinstein et al., 1996). Since the experimental samples were treated with IR to surface
temperatures of 60.5ºC, 64.3ºC, 79.8ºC and 116.6ºC at IR exposure durations of 30, 50, 90, and
180 s respectively, protein denaturation was expected. However, the trend of protein content
observed did not have a linear correlations with the surface temperature measured within the
experiment. These differences may also be attributed to inter-kernel variability in protein
content. All the differences, however, were within 0.5%, which may not be of practical
difference in terms of nutritional composition of the treated versus the control samples.
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Figure 17. Protein content after one-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s followed
by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b); the
bars are constructed at one standard error.
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Figure 18. Protein content after two-pass infrared (IR) heating for 30 and 50 s followed by
tempering at 60ºC for 4 h. Each value is an average of three replicate measurements. Control
samples were from rice dried at 26ºC and 56% relative humidity (RH) to 12.5% MC (w.b); the
bars are constructed at one standard error.
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Table 11. Tukey’s HSD test for the effect of cultivar and infrared (IR) drying duration on protein
content after heating for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s, followed by tempering at 60ºc for 4 h in one- and
two-pass treatments.
Cultivar

6XP 756

Cheniere

CL 271

IR heating
duration (s)

Mean Protein
content (%)

Control

One pass
6.50BCDE

30

SE

Mean Protein
content (%)

SE

0.06

Two pass
6.50A

0.06

6.48CD

0.05

6.55A

0.04

50

6.48BCD

0.04

6.49A

0.02

90

6.41DE

0.02

-

-

180

5.76F

0.48

-

-

Control

7.03AB

0.06

7.03AB

0.06

30

7.13A

0.06

7.24A

0.05

50

7.24A

0.02

6.93B

0.01

90

7.01ABC

0.03

-

-

180

6.44BCDE

0.06

-

-

Control

5.93EF

0.05

5.93D

0.05

30

6.57D

0.01

6.39C

0.06

50

6.22DEF

0.05

6.13D

0.01

90

6.14DEF

0.03

-

-

180

4.51G

0.12

-

-

Values are compared within columns for each cultivar. Values designated by the same
alphabetical letter are not significantly different (p > 0.05); SE symbolizes standard error.
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5

CONCLUSIONS
The performance of a newly-built, industrial type radiant heating system for rice drying

was tested. The implications of radiant infrared (IR) heating of three cultivars of rice at IR
intensity of 5.55 kW m-2 for 30, 50, 90 and 180 s followed by tempering at 60°C for 4 h on rice
quality indices were studied. The percentage points of moisture removed and rice quality
indicators such as milling quality in terms head rice yield (HRY), pasting parameters in terms
of final, peak, and setback viscosities, and others quality indices including milled rice color,
surface lipid content (SLC) and protein content were evaluated.
The percentage points of moisture removed across all the rice cultivars increased with
increase in IR heating duration both for one- and two-pass treatments. One-pass treatments with
IR heating durations of 30 and 50 s followed by the tempering were not adequate to reduce the
MC of the rice from harvest MC of 23% to near storage MC of 12.5%. When the rice were
subjected to two-pass 30 and 50 s IR heating and tempering, the percentage points of moisture
removed nearly doubled for all the cultivars.
The result showed that the two-pass treatments lowered the sample HRY more compared
to one-pass treatments. The loss of milling quality in terms of HRY across all cultivars was
remarkable and significant (p value <0.05) for the samples exposed to IR heating for 180 s
during the drying especially for Cheniere which recorded the lowest HRY (47.1%).
There was a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) in energy requirements based on
IR heating duration with the longest duration of 180 s requiring the highest amount of energy
followed by 90, 50 and 30 s for one-pass treatments. The same trend was observed in the twopass treatments with higher energy required in 50 s followed by 30 s IR heating durations.
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Both the final and peak viscosities of the IR rice samples were significantly greater (p <
0.05) than the controls for both one-pass and two-pass treatments for all the cultivars. There was
a significant difference (p < 0.05) in the color deviation (ΔE) of treated samples and the controls,
except for cv. 6XP 756. Overall, the IR treatment did not adversely affect the sensory and
milling quality of rice except for samples heated with IR for 180 s.
These findings suggest that scaled-up radiant treatment of rice followed by tempering
could be optimized to remove significant amounts of moisture from rice with few passes,
maintain desirable HRY and other desirable quality indices including rice color and pasting
characteristics. Based on the results of this study, the treatment condition that gave the highest
percentage point moisture removal, maintained HRY, and resulted in low energy usage was
observed in:
•

6XP 756 cultivar IR heated for 90 s followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h in a
one-pass treatment. This treatment resulted in HRY of 60.1% and energy use of
3404.8 kJ/kg H20.

•

CL 271 cultivar IR heated for 90 s followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h in a onepass treatment. This treatment resulted in HRY of 67.8% and energy use of
3361.8 kJ/kg H20.

•

Cheniere cultivar IR heated for 90 s followed by tempering at 60ºC for 4 h in a
one-pass treatment. This treatment resulted in HRY of 60.5% and energy use of
2981.0 kJ/kg H20.
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